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THE MIKE NOCK QUARTET AT FOUNDRY 616 
 
by John Clare 
 
Personnel: 
Mike Nock, piano 
Karl Laskowski, tenor sax 
Max Alduca, bass 
James Waples, drums 
___________________________________________________ 
 
[John Clare attended Foundry 616, Sydney,  on May 25, 2018 and subsequently 
summarised his thoughts as follows.] 
 

lthough the duets between Nock’s piano and Laskowski’s tenor sax were 
profoundly empathetic, they could also seem like a contest to see who could 
disappear into the cryptic, or even who could fall asleep first as their phrases 

became softer and shorter.  This was gloriously slumberous at times.  The tenor crowned 
at whisper level and the piano became tiny bells in the treble – everything pings and 
clangs.  Yes, tiny clangs.   
 

 
 
Saxophonist Karl Laskowski: his tenor crowned at whisper level …PHOTO CREDIT PETER 
TEA 
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Pianist Mike Nock: his duets with Laskowski’s tenor sax were profoundly empathetic… 
PHOTO CREDIT KEVIN PETERSON 
 
When passion burgeoned it was wonderfully full and fierce.  The comfortable house was 
attentive at all times.  I don’t know when the Foundry  ever felt more like a great jazz 
club of memory. 
 

 
 
Foundry 616 owner Peter Rechniewski: just like the old days… PHOTO COURTESY 
BUMERANG MEDIA 
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As [Foundry 616 owner Peter] Rechniewski replied to my thanks for the night, he added, 
“just like the old days”.   
 
Yes, memory and appreciation.  Rich and pure.  Drummer James Waples and bassist 
Max Alduca interacted brilliantly and buoyed the band. 
 

 
 
Drummer James Waples (above) and bassist Max Alduca (below) interacted brilliantly 
and buoyed the band… WAPLES PHOTO CREDIT TOMAS POKORNY. ALDUCA PHOTOGRAPHER 
UNKNOWN 
 

 
 
Contrapuntal interaction was general.  Or to quote James Joyce, “rain (sic) was general 
all over Ireland, falling softly upon the Bog of Allen and softly falling into dark mutinous 
Shannon waves.”   
 
As you see my memory of Dubliners is not photographic (I have dementia) but tonight 
Joyce was strangely here. 


